YOUR TRUE PATH TO INNER PEACE

“CONFIDENCE IS SILENT, INSECURITY LOUD” EL495FU

“SELF-AWARENESS IS THE PATH TO INNER PEACE” EL595FU
THE SELF-AWARE
ELECTRIC LOCK

Peace of mind arises from awareness. Therefore, we made a lockcase that analyzes its ability to perform. When the ability is lowered, the lockcase will give an audio signal so the lock can be repaired before it stops functioning.

SAFE AND SOUND

The Fail Unlocked model for high security two-way AC doors. Exit handle activated in case of a fire alarm.

Both EL495FU and EL595FU available.

EXCEPTIONAL CERTAINTY

The Fail Locked model for exceptional environments has an electric handle which is deactivated in case of a power cut.

Both EL495FL and EL595FL available.

MINDFUL SIMPLICITY

High security lockcase with mechanical exit feature. Panic handle or bar functions in every situation.

No diagnostics feature.

Both EL495 and EL595 available.

The EL495 solutions are for profile doors, while the EL595 solutions fit solid doors.

ABLOY secures people, property, and business operations on land, at sea, and in the air – in all circumstances.

ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.

MANUFACTURER:
Abloy Oy
Wahlforssinkatu 20
P.O. Box 108
FI-80101 Joensuu | Finland
Tel. +358 20 599 2501
WWW.ABLOY.COM

An ASSA ABLOY Group brand